Your Partners In Hotel Interior Design
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Who We Are
We design the spaces where travel memories
are made.
At Lesley Wong Interiors, hospitality interior design is our business and our passion. Your
space needs to align with your hotel brand and make a statement to every guest that walks
in your door, while still being practical for your staff. We know that creating an interior
space that does all of these things isn’t easy, yet we have consistently risen to the challenge
and exceeded our clients’ expectations.
Our talented team brings 15+ years of experience to the table.... or the couch, coffee table,
or whichever furniture piece we’re sitting near. We have the knowledge of a larger design
house, but the customer focus and accessibility of a boutique firm.
Thank you for considering Lesley Wong Interiors for your hotel’s interior design needs. We
look forward to working with you and creating a space that your guests will rave about!

Lesley Wong
Lesley combined her lifelong passion of travel and interior design to a
career as a hotel interior specialist. She honed her skills at the
prestigious New York School of Interior Design, gaining the technical
expertise to bring her ideas to life.
After gaining experience in the hospitality industry, she opened her
own boutique firm in 2015. Lesley combines her keen sense of style,
technical expertise, and 15 years’ of experience to create stylish,
classic spaces.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR APPROACH

Our Team
Yvonne Noble - Designer
Yvonne is a creative, collaborative and client-focused Interior
Design Consultant with a wide breadth of experience. She
excels at balancing client needs and juggling multiple projects
in fast-paced environments.
A graduate from the International Academy of Design,
Yvonne has worked on a number of HGTV shows as a stylist /
associate producer in design.

Sarah Fowler - Designer
Sarah is a recent graduate from the Bachelor of Interior
Design Program at Conestoga College.
With her previous Bachelor Degree in Science, she is
particularly interested in the future of sustainable design and
looks forward to designing spaces that promote human
connection and well-being.
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Our Projects
We have created beautiful deigns with many major hotel brands. We offer consultation, project
management and deign services so that we can create spaces that will reflect your brand’s values.
Our Guest First Design Strategy has proven to increase revenue for hoteliers and results in higher
guest satisfaction.
BRANDS WE HAVE WORKED WITH:

What Can the Guest First Design
Strategy Do For Your Hotel?

Guest Experience
Hotels are unique in that your space is
welcoming guests from all backgrounds, age
groups, and nationalities for a wide array of
reasons. We’ve talked about appealing to
families, and business travellers, and it can be
difficult to appeal to all your guests. We create
memorable experiences so your guests are glad
that they stayed, and encouraged to return.
Firstly, we think like a guest. We are passionate

travellers and approach each design
through the eyes of our ideal stay. We make
sure that the basic elements of each space
are designed to perfection. By way of
example, regardless of your reason for
visiting a hotel, everyone notices the impact
of having proper lighting.
We stay abreast of developments within the
industry. We use our experience in the
hotel industry in creating designs, while
embracing current trends.

Hotel Design that Considers Your Staff
The average hotel has 115 rooms and each
room takes between 30 minutes and an hour to
clean. How your rooms aree designed makes a
huge difference in that scale. A straightforward
and clean design does not have little spaces that
trap dirt. All areas being accessible to clean will
make a considerable difference in hhow your
housekeeping staff is able to keep your rooms
looking spotless.

We make a point to speak to staff at every level
during the design process so we can understand
in a practical way how your hotel is operating
each and every day. Your staff faces strenuous
issues wrestling against a design that is
aestehtically beautiful, but impractical, does not
need to be one of them.
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What Guests Were Saying
“It is disappointing that this hotel still looks like
it has not stepped out of the 80s.”

It goes without saying that owning a hotel has its challenges. It is an
enormous investment of your time, money and energy to juggle so many
moving pieces.
Hoteliers have raved about their new designs and have found that using our
Guest First Design Strategy has lowered your costs, motivated staff, and
created a memorable guest experience.

What Guests Are
Saying Now
“Rooms are clean and well planned out. Having stayed
in hundreds of hotels in my life, this is one of the best.”

Articles & Interviews
FEATURED IN:

Toronto Star: Hotel renovations underway
Hotelier: Former Shoreline Hotel Undergoes Renovations
Airda Nersdesk: In conversation with Lesley Wong, CEO at
Lesley Wong Interiors
Interview with Sarah Tengler: Hotel Design & Accessibility
What Your Hotel Guests Might Not Be Telling You: Interview
with Clara
RogersTV: Interior Design & Decorating Tips for Your Home

Testimonials
“Lesley Wong Interiors team went beyond anything I’ve seen within
the industry, in terms of servicing the client.”

“Lesley and her team were always a text or e-mail away and were very
responsive throughout the entire process. They took what could be a
very stressful situation and made it pretty much stress-free for us.”

“We absolutely LOVE our new workspace and have already noticed a
huge increase in productivity and serenity among staff. The colours she
optioned are so calming yet energetic... While they make us feel
refreshed, energized, and ready to work, they also promote a sense of
peace. Definitely recommend!!!”

We Look Forward To Working
With You!
CONTACT US
Phone: (416) 879-4396
Email: lesley@lesleywonginteriors.ca
Website: lesleywonginteriors.ca

VIEW OUR PROJECTS

BOOK A CALL

